Two groups of methods are being developed to fine-map quantitative trait loci (QTLs) : identityby-descent methods or methods using historical recombinations, and genetic chromosome dissection methods or methods utilizing current recombinations. Here we propose two methods that fall into the second group : contrast mapping and substitution mapping. A QTL has previously been detected via linkage mapping in a half-sib design (granddaughter or daughter design), and sires (grandsires) likely to be heterozygous at the QTL have been identified. A sire (grandsire) and its recombinant offspring are then genotyped for a series of ordered markers spanning the initial marker interval. Offspring are grouped by paternal multi-marker haplotype with haplotypes differing in the location of the recombination event. In the contrast method, contrasts between the phenotypic averages of haplotypes or offspring groups are calculated which correspond to marker intervals within the original interval. The expected value of the contrast for the true QTL interval is always maximum, hence the interval with maximum observed contrast is assumed to contain the QTL. Alternative statistics for determining the interval most likely to contain a QTL are presented for contrast mapping, as well as a bootstrap estimation of the probability of having identified the correct interval. For an initial marker bracket of 20 cM and 10 additional equidistant markers, the probability of assigning the QTL to the correct 2 cM marker interval or to a combined 4 cM interval was calculated. For substitution effects of 0n093, 0n232, 0n464, 0n696 and 0n928 (in additive genetic SD), power values near 0n14, 0n26, 0n48, 0n67 and 0n80 (0n25, 0n53, 0n86, 0n97 and 0n99) are achieved for a family of 200 (1000) sons, respectively. In substitution mapping, QTL segregation status of recombinant sons must be determined using daughter genotyping. Combinations of two haplotypes with their segregation status are required to assign the QTL to an interval. Probabilities of correct QTL assignment were calculated assuming absence of the mutant QTL allele in dams of sons. For a 2 cM interval and a QTL at the midpoint of an interval, power near 0n95 (0n90) is reached when the number of recombinant sons is 70 (60), or total number of sons is 424 (363). For QTL positions away from the midpoint, power decreases but can be improved by combining marker intervals. For a QTL located halfway to the midpoint, and 182 sons in a family resulting in 30 recombinant sons, probability is 0n94 for assignment to either a 2 cM or a combined 4 cM interval. Effect of type I and type II errors in segregation status determination on power of QTL assignment was found to be small. Errors in segregation status due to QTL segregation in dams have an impact if the frequency of the mutant QTL allele is intermediate to high.
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Summary
Two groups of methods are being developed to fine-map quantitative trait loci (QTLs) : identityby-descent methods or methods using historical recombinations, and genetic chromosome dissection methods or methods utilizing current recombinations. Here we propose two methods that fall into the second group : contrast mapping and substitution mapping. A QTL has previously been detected via linkage mapping in a half-sib design (granddaughter or daughter design), and sires (grandsires) likely to be heterozygous at the QTL have been identified. A sire (grandsire) and its recombinant offspring are then genotyped for a series of ordered markers spanning the initial marker interval. Offspring are grouped by paternal multi-marker haplotype with haplotypes differing in the location of the recombination event. In the contrast method, contrasts between the phenotypic averages of haplotypes or offspring groups are calculated which correspond to marker intervals within the original interval. The expected value of the contrast for the true QTL interval is always maximum, hence the interval with maximum observed contrast is assumed to contain the QTL. Alternative statistics for determining the interval most likely to contain a QTL are presented for contrast mapping, as well as a bootstrap estimation of the probability of having identified the correct interval. For an initial marker bracket of 20 cM and 10 additional equidistant markers, the probability of assigning the QTL to the correct 2 cM marker interval or to a combined 4 cM interval was calculated. For substitution effects of 0n093, 0n232, 0n464, 0n696 and 0n928 (in additive genetic SD), power values near 0n14, 0n26, 0n48, 0n67 and 0n80 (0n25, 0n53, 0n86, 0n97 and 0n99) are achieved for a family of 200 (1000) sons, respectively. In substitution mapping, QTL segregation status of recombinant sons must be determined using daughter genotyping. Combinations of two haplotypes with their segregation status are required to assign the QTL to an interval. Probabilities of correct QTL assignment were calculated assuming absence of the mutant QTL allele in dams of sons. For a 2 cM interval and a QTL at the midpoint of an interval, power near 0n95 (0n90) is reached when the number of recombinant sons is 70 (60), or total number of sons is 424 (363). For QTL positions away from the midpoint, power decreases but can be improved by combining marker intervals. For a QTL located halfway to the midpoint, and 182 sons in a family resulting in 30 recombinant sons, probability is 0n94 for assignment to either a 2 cM or a combined 4 cM interval. Effect of type I and type II errors in segregation status determination on power of QTL assignment was found to be small. Errors in segregation status due to QTL segregation in dams have an impact if the frequency of the mutant QTL allele is intermediate to high.
Introduction
Linkage mapping of QTLs in half-sib families leads to the assignment of a QTL to a region of 10 to 20 cM or larger (e.g. Zhang et al., 1998) , with the smallest region achievable in a large grand-daughter design in dairy cattle. Assignment of a QTL to a smaller region, possibly 1 to 2 cM or less, is desirable and important for several reasons. Fine-mapping of a QTL reduces the problem of establishing marker-QTL phase, which in turn increases the accuracy of QTL parameter estimation and increases the efficiency of markerassisted selection. Fine-mapping also enables a distinction between pleiotropy and linkage in a multiple trait context. Finally, fine-mapping is a prerequisite for gene isolation via (comparative) positional candidate cloning or pure positional cloning, as a region of 1 to 2 cM still contains about 25 to 50 genes in mammals.
Two groups of methods for the fine-mapping of QTLs can be distinguished : identity-by-descent methods or methods using historical recombinations, and genetic chromosome dissection methods or methods utilizing current recombinations. Both groups of methods rely on prior assignment of the QTL to a confidence region of, say, 20 cM length, and on the saturation of this region with ordered markers. Group 1 methods (for theory see Xiong & Guo, 1997) have been used predominantly for fine-mapping of human disease genes (e.g. Hastbacka et al., 1994) , have recently been used to fine-map a gene affecting milk fat percentage in dairy cattle (Riquet et al., 1999) , rely on the assumption of a unique ancestral mutation in a defined population, and utilize linkage disequilibrium between the gene and very close markers. Group 2 methods utilize recombinant chromosomes derived from a heterozygous individual (Thoday, 1961 ; Darvasi, 1997 ; Soller & Andersson, 1998) . Within the two groups, different variants of methods exist. These methods are based on different assumptions, and no method will work in every situation, necessitating the development of alternative approaches. Below we present two methods, referred to as ' contrast mapping ' and ' substitution mapping ', which both belong to group 2. The two methods are closely related. Both rely on prior QTL detection via linkage mapping in half-sib families (daughter or granddaughter design), and identification of those sires (grandsires) that are heterozygous at the QTL.
These methods are used after a confidence region (say 10-20 cM) obtained from the initial linkage analysis has been saturated with additional markers (at, say, 1-2 cM intervals). To further reduce the initial confidence region using current recombinations, only additional recombinant (for the initial flanking markers) offspring should be genotyped for additional markers in the region. Although a more sophisticated method for linkage analysis such as Composite Interval Mapping (Zeng, 1994) or Bayesian analysis (e.g. Ulimari & could in principle be used to fine-map a QTL in this region, it seems appropriate to consider simpler approaches that only assign a QTL to a marker sub-interval within the initial confidence, because there should be little information to further localize the QTL within a subinterval.
Methods

(i) Contrast mapping (a) Basic contrast mapping
Basic contrast mapping utilizes current recombinations which occur within the designs used for linkage mapping, e.g. half-sib (daughter or granddaughter) designs in cattle, and is illustrated in Fig. 1 a. First, information from linkage mapping is used to identify individual sires which are heterozygous at the QTL with high probability. All methods for linkage mapping in granddaughter designs provide information about whether a sire is heterozygous or homozygous at the QTL (for a review of these methods see Hoeschele et al., 1997) . Least squares (LS) analysis estimates regression coefficients within sires (a two-sided t-test can be used to test whether the regression coefficient for a specific sire is zero indicating homozygosity). Variance components (VC) methods provide estimates of the sire's allelic effects, with similarity of the effects relative to the variance at the QTL indicating homozygosity. Maximum Likelihood (ML) and Bayesian analyses directly provide genotype probabilities for the sires, assuming a biallelic QTL. A sire's genotype at the QTL and its closest, informative flanking markers is denoted by M " -Q-M # \m " -q-m # , with the '\' separating the parental chromosomes in the sire, and with Q (q) representing the ' mutant ' (' normal ') QTL allele. Based on the large numbers of sons in granddaughter designs ( 30), the sire's marker haplotype containing Q can usually be determined with high accuracy. For example, in LS the sign of the regression coefficient indicates the haplotype including Q, or in ML and Bayesian analyses, genotype probabilities are calculated separately for the Qq and qQ heterozygotes. Depending on the distance between M1 and M2, measured by recombination rate r, a proportion r of the offspring are expected to be recombinant, having received either M " -m # or m " -M # from their sire, while a proportion (1kr) are non-recombinant and supply no information for finer localization of the QTL. The sire and its recombinant offspring are genotyped with additional, ordered markers between M1 and M2. With fully informative markers, 2(mk1) different haplotypes from the sire are possible in the offspring, 
Fig. 1. Contrast and substitution mapping are based on recombinant offspring of known QTL-heterozygous grandsires. Differences between recombinant groups designed for putative QTL intervals are used in contrast mapping to assign the QTL (a) ; single recombinant sires are tested for segregation at the QTL, as certain combinations of recombinant haplotypes and segregation status lead to QTL assignment to a specific marker interval in substitution mapping (b). where m is the number of markers including M1 and M2. These haplotypes represent the different marker intervals within the M1-M2 interval, where a recombination event occurred. For m l 6 and with A, B, C and D denoting additional markers between M1 and M2, the resulting haplotypes or offspring groups are listed in Table 1 .
We will temporarily assume that the QTL is always situated at the midpoint of an interval formed by two adjacent markers of the set including the initial markers (M1, M2) and the additional markers (A, …). Let a(ka) be the mean of offspring inheriting Q (q) from the sire. Table 2 contains the means for the 10 offspring groups, defined in Table 1 , as a function of the true interval containing the QTL, and lists appropriate phenotypic contrasts (last rows), assuming that the QTL is in a given interval (1-5), and their expected values. Table 2 shows that the expected value of a contrast (E(c)) is maximum for the true QTL interval, and that contrasts are not independent, because they involve some of the same haplotype groups. Given that the true interval is i, the expected value of contrast i is 2a. The expected value of contrast ikk or ijk is 2a(mk1k2k)\(mk2) for 0 k i and 0 k (mk1ki), which reduces to the expected values of contrasts in Table 2 for m l 6. For a given true interval i, these expected values from the mean vector of the contrasts, E(c) l µ i , where c l [c "
, c # , …, c m−" ]. Assuming constant sample size across haplotype groups are setting the variance of a single group mean equal to σ#, variance of a contrast equals 2σ#\(mk2), and covariance between contrasts i and ijk is 2σ#(mk1k2k)\[(mk2)#]. These elements form the variance-covariance matrix of the contrasts, V.
In reality, interval i (the true interval containing the QTL) is unknown. Based on E(c), we expect to find 
a a(ka) : Mean of offspring inheriting Q (q) from the sire. b Average phenotype of groups 1 through 4 minus average phenotype of groups 7 through 10 (other contrasts defined similarly).
the largest observed contrast in interval i. Hence, one way of identifying the QTL interval is to determine the interval associated with the largest contrast. We want the probability that c i is larger than all other contrasts, given that i is the true interval, to be at least 90 % or 95 %. For given family size N, recombination rate r, number of markers m, and parameter a, standard deviation of individual records σ y , and true interval i, we can calculate V and µ i and subsequently the probability that c i is larger than the other contrasts, which is
For calculating this probability at various values of N, r, m, a, σ y and i, the integration can be avoided by sampling contrasts from N( µ i , V), counting the number of samples where c i is maximum, and dividing by sample size, to obtain a Monte Carlo estimate of (1).
Up to this point we have assumed that the QTL is located in the middle of an interval. Now we are investigating the effect of a QTL position different from the midpoint of an interval. When considering the case of m l 6 in Table 2 , the means in this table change as follows. For the first 10 rows corresponding to the haplotype groups, values of 0 are replaced by a(r # kr " )\r for groups 1-5 and by a(r " kr # )\r for groups 6-10, where r " (r # ) is the recombination rate of the left (right) marker with the QTL. For the contrast rows, 0n5a(r # kr " )\r is added to all terms above the diagonal (all diagonal elements equal to 2a remain unchanged), while 0n5a(r " kr # )\r is added to all elements below the diagonal. In general, the expected value of contrasts ikk or ijk is now 2a(mk1k2k)\ (mk2)j[2\(mk2)]a(r " kr # )\r. The expected values of the contrasts no longer decline symmetrically around the maximum value. If the QTL is located closer to the left marker in the true interval, then there is a smaller difference between the expected values of contrasts i and ik1, and hence the power of assigning the QTL to the correct interval decreases (see Table 3 ).
The above QTL interval identification relies on equal sample size in all recombinant groups. This is not true in practice, and the effect of unequal sample sizes on the probability of identifying the correct interval could be examined as follows. For given N, r and m and hence a sample size of Nr recombinant offspring, group sample sizes are drawn from the multinomial distribution with equal probabilities of 1\[2(mk1)] for the recombinant haplotype groups of offspring. Then we need to calculate V and µ i for these data. Vector µ i , is the same as before for the balanced case, but V is different. For example, when m l 6, then mk2 l 4, variance of contrast c "
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, the y i are averages and the n's are group sample sizes, and the covariance between, e.g., c " and c % is
). With V and µ i calculated, we proceed as above for the balanced design.
(b) Minimum RSS criterion
Another way of inferring the QTL interval is to determine which model best fits the observed contrasts. Denote by y i the average phenotype in group i, and by c j the j th contrast. Then, mk1 weighted LS analyses of the contrasts are performed, one for each putative QTL interval. The model is
We solve mk1 linear equations corresponding to the x k for postulated intervals k l 1, …, mk1, and calculate the residual sums of squares (RSS) as
For example, for m l 6 and interval k l 2 (A-B interval in Table 2 ),
The model resulting in the smallest RSS determines the QTL interval. The probability of identifying the correct interval is obtained by sampling contrasts as before, determining the minimum RSS for each sample vector of contrasts, and counting the number of samples in which RSS is minimum for the interval.
(c) Multiple marker regression
Our basic contrast mapping uses pairs of flanking markers. Although this approach is better than calculating contrasts at individual markers, it is less suitable for detecting the presence of multiple QTLs in different sub-intervals. Detecting multiple QTLs requires simultaneous consideration of more than two markers. Therefore, our third approach for assigning QTLs to sub-intervals consists of regressing either the phenotypic averages of the haplotypes, or the individual phenotypes of all members of the haplotype groups, on the marker alleles (coded ' 1 ' for those associated with the mutant QTL allele in the sire and 'k1 ' for others) at all markers in the initial confidence region, or at three consecutive markers at a time. Sliding regression on three markers at a time, described below, was considered after we noticed a substantial reduction in power when multiple marker regression was compared with basic contrast mapping. Zeng (1993) showed that with multiple marker regression, the partial regression coefficient of marker i has a non-zero expected value if and only if there is at least one QTL located between markers ik1 and i, or between ij1 and i. Hence, if there is a single QTL in the region being examined, then only the two markers flanking the sub-interval containing the QTL have non-zero expected partial regression coefficients. If there are two QTLs in well-separated sub-intervals between markers 2 and 3 and between 5 and 6, then only those four markers have non-zero expected partial regression coefficients. If two QTLs are in two adjacent sub-intervals between markers ik1, i and ij1, then only these three markers have non-zero expected partial regression coefficients. Last, if QTLs are in two sub-intervals separated by one empty interval, i.e. between markers ik2, ik1 and i, ij1, then only these four markers have non-zero expected partial regression coefficients. In the last case, more markers must be placed in the region to discriminate among the three sub-intervals involved. The same results can be found when three consecutive markers are analysed simultaneously (or two markers at the end of the linkage group), but only the estimate or test for the intermediate marker is considered. More specifically, first markers 1 and 2 are fitted jointly to estimate and test the partial regression coefficient for marker 1. Subsequently, markers 1, 2 and 3 are fitted jointly to estimate and test the partial regression coefficient for marker 2, etc. The partial regression coefficient for the intermediate marker has the same expected value as the corresponding regression coefficient in the all-marker model. For sub-interval i containing a QTL of effect a, with flanking markers i and ik1, and flanked by empty sub-intervals, expected values of the partial regression coefficients are (r # \r) a and (r " \r) a, respectively. We will refer to the two approaches as all-marker regression and (sliding) three-marker regression below.
Obviously, multiple marker analysis requires testing of multiple partial regression coefficients, hence the problem of appropriate significance tests arises. However, here we are conducting fine-mapping in a region already ' known ' (from initial linkage analysis) to contain at least one QTL. Hence, we suggest assigning a QTL to the sub-interval flanked by markers i and ij1 with the largest partial F-(or equivalently t-) values. This procedure is analogous to basic contrast mapping, where we do not test but rather select the interval with the highest contrast. We will refer to this approach as three-or all-marker regression with the fmax criterion. For comparison, we also present results for the f-sig criterion, where we require both flanking markers of the true interval to be significant (at the 0n05 level) and at least one marker next to the flanking markers to be not significant.
(d) Impact of dominance
Up to this point, haplotype means (or deviations) of offspring inheriting Q (q) were arbitrarily set to a (ka), and the maximum contrast value was 2a. Individuals receiving a paternal haplotype containing Q (q) have genotypes QQ and Qq (qQ and qq) with probabilities of p and (1kp), respectively. Therefore, and in the context of average effects of alleles (Falconer & Mackay, 1996) , deviations of the Q-and qhaplotypes are paj(1kp) d and pdk(1kp) a, respectively, where a is half the difference between homozygotes at a biallelic locus, and d is dominance deviation. These average effects are expressed relative to the population mean as α " (α # ) with a difference of α l α " kα # , which is equal to a in the absence of dominance.
Variances due to the QTL among individuals with a Q-or q-haplotype are, respectively,
These variances are equal in the absence of dominance (d l 0). Earlier, we defined σ# to be the variance of a single haplotype group mean, which was constant across groups in the balanced case. Since we do not know which haplotypes contain Q or q, variance of the group mean must be allowed to differ among groups. Now we define σ# as the average variance of all group means included in a specific contrast. Then, variance of a contrast is still 2σ#\ (mk2), which differs, however, among contrasts. Covariances among contrasts must also be computed by allowing for different variances of group means. For example, covariance among contrasts 1 and 3 in Table 2 is (σ " #jσ # #jσ * #jσ "! #kσ % #kσ ( #) \ (mk2)#, where m l 4, and σ i # is the variance of the mean of group i (estimated from the within-group variance). Unless the QTL is a major gene with dominant gene action, difference in variance due to the QTL between Q-and q-haplotype groups should be small and may be ignored. For multiple marker regression, different variances of individual haplotype means should be incorporated if these appear to differ noticeably.
In Section 3, power values will be interpreted in terms of the substitution effect in additive genetic SD (α\σ A ) and, hence, results will be valid with or without dominant gene action. When considering jointly the impact of QTL position and dominance, values of 0 in Table 2 for groups 1-5 (6-10) are to be replaced by
kr # ) \r). For contrasts, we add " % α(r # kr " ) \r above and " % α(r " kr # ) \r below the diagonal. For α l 2a, changes are identical to those given earlier, and again results interpreted in terms of α are valid with and without dominance.
(e) Confidence of correct sub-inter al identification
While we can evaluate the power of maximum contrast, minimum RSS and multiple marker regression via data simulation as the frequency of correct assignments across replicates, for real data analysis we can compute the probability that the subinterval identified actually contains the QTL, via bootstrapping. For minimum RSS and marker regression, prior to bootstrapping regression coefficients are estimated from the real data (contrasts and marker haplotype averages or individual phenotypes, respectively). Then, means of the (n) phenotypes are estimated from these coefficients, and residuals are estimated as the difference between phenotypes and means. Bootstrapping is then performed by sampling n residuals with replacement and adding those to the n means previously estimated. This step is performed repeatedly to obtain the bootstrap samples. Each bootstrap sample is analysed in the same way as the real data, and the number of samples with the same QTL interval identified as for the real data is counted. When working with individual phenotypes, an alternative bootstrap technique of sampling (with replacement) sets of phenotypes and corresponding covariates can be used, and only this approach is suitable for the maximum contrast method, where are no covariates to carry along in the bootstrap, but rather marker haplotypes. Properties and performance of this bootstrap application will be evaluated in Section 3.
(ii) Substitution mapping (a) Basic substitution mapping Basic substitution mapping was first proposed by Paterson et al. (1990) for backcross type designs in species where inbred lines are available. It is closely related to contrast mapping, but uses one additional generation as shown in Fig. 1 b. Here we investigate a potential application of this approach to half-sib families in a segregating population. The starting point is again the granddaughter design where a QTL has been found to be segregating in some grandsires and has been mapped to a region of, say, 20 cM. We again select one or several grandsires from this design, which are very likely to be heterozygous at the QTL. The recombinant sons of these grandsires (subsequently referred to as ' sires ') are then genotyped for additional, ordered markers located between the original markers flanking the QTL region. For a QTL segregating in the grandsires, we will distinguish between the mutant and the normal allele, assuming a biallelic QTL. In analogy with the backcross design, we will initially employ the assumption that dams of sires do not carry the mutant allele. Deviation from this assumption will be considered later. We begin with the same groups of recombinant offspring (here, sires) as for contrast mapping, e.g. the 10 groups listed in Table 1 for m l 6 markers. Table  4 contains all types of recombinant sires, with their respective haplotypes and their QTL segregation status, for the case of m l 6 markers. We assume that a sufficient number of daughters of each sire have been genotyped, so that segregation status of a sire can be determined with high probability (segregating l heterozygous, not segregating l homozygous for the normal allele). Note that due to our assumption of a zero frequency for the mutant QTL allele in the dams of sires, any sire that is found to be segregating has inherited the mutant allele from the respective grandsire. Then, determining the segregation status at the QTL for an individual of a given recombinant haplotype leads to the assignment of the QTL to a sub-region within the original M1-M2 confidence region. These sub-regions of QTL location are listed in columns 3 and 4 of Table 4 . Table 4 shows that in a few cases the occurrence of a single haplotype and the knowledge of the segregation status of the sire carrying the haplotype can lead to the assignment of the QTL to a specific interval formed by two adjacent markers, e.g. haplotype 5 segregating or haplotype 6 not segregating lead to the assignment of the QTL to the M1-A interval. For the other flanking marker interval (D-M2), a single haplotype and its segregation status are also sufficient for QTL assignment (1 not segregating, 10 segregating). For all other intervals, however, a single haplotype and its segregation status do not contain 
Error : this finding is not possible under the assumptions employed. sufficient information to assign the QTL to a single marker interval. A QTL can be assigned uniquely to one of these intervals, e.g. to interval A-B, if two recombinant sires of the same type are found, e.g. of type 4 in Table 4 , one of which is segregating and the other is not. In addition, Table 5 presents combinations of different haplotypes from the two recombinant haplotype groups (1-5, 6-10) together with their segregation status for assignment of the QTL to a specific marker interval.
From Table 5 , using certain combinations of two different haplotypes and their segregation status, the QTL can now be assigned to individual intervals (e.g. A-B) that are not at the ends (M1-A, D-M2 ). For example, haplotype 4 segregating and haplotype 7 segregating leads to the assignment of the QTL to interval A-B. The same interval is found when haplotypes 4 and 7 are both not segregating. In general, the occurrence of a recombinant event within a specific interval X-Y both for a M1-m2 and a m1-M2 recombinant sire leads to the assignment of a QTL to the X-Y interval if the two sires are found to be both segregating or not segregating. In addition, two individuals of the same recombinant haplotype (either both M1-m2 or both m1-M2), with the recombination event occurring in interval X-Y, allow us to assign the QTL to the X-Y interval if one of the two sires is segregating and the other is not.
Cells which contain the outcome ' error ', pertain to combinations of haplotypes with segregation status that are not possible under the assumptions employed. Assumptions are that (i) the segregation status of each sire can be determined with certainty, and (ii) that the QTL is not present in the dams of the sire, so that a sire can inherit the mutant allele only from a grandsire. For example, haplotypes 1 and 6 not segregating leads to an error, which is likely to be caused by a false segregation status. Haplotypes 2 and 10 segregating also leads to an error, which is either due to a false segregation status or inheritance of the mutant QTL allele from a dam. Errors found in real data can therefore be used to verify segregation status and, given correct status, to indicate a deviation from the assumption of a zero frequency of the mutant QTL allele in dams.
In practice, one would start by genotyping recombinant sires for the additional, ordered markers. Once a suitable haplotype (1, 5, 6 or 10) or a pair of haplotypes (e.g. 4 and 4, 4 and 7) is found, the segregation status of the individuals involved will be evaluated. Determining segregation status will proceed as follows. First, the genotype of the grandsire, partitioned into its paternal and maternal contribution, is M "
, where M1-M2 is known to carry the mutant QTL allele. The genotype of the sire is M " and C loci which flank the segment in the sire derived from the M " -M # chromosome in the grandsire known to contain the mutant QTL allele. Using M " and C would somewhat increase the fraction of nonrecombinant daughters among all daughters, as M " and C have a smaller recombinant fraction than M " and M # . If, based on the resulting haplotypei segregation status combination, the QTL interval can be determined, the process can stop. Otherwise, more recombinant sires need to be genotyped for the additional markers and their segregation status determined.
We would like to obtain an idea about how many recombinant sires (and their daughters) need to be genotyped on average until the QTL is assigned to a marker interval (e.g. A-B). Suppose that interval A-B contains the QTL. Then, for a given number of recombinant sires, we evaluate the probability that at least two desired recombinant types are present (4 and 4, 4 and 7, or 7 and 7), i.e. that there are n % and n ( recombinants of types 4 and 7, respectively, such that n % jn ( 2. This probability is computed using the multinomial distribution as
where m is the number of markers, and X l 4 and Y l 7 in our example. The number of recombinant sires (n) can be obtained from the total number of sires times the recombination rate (r l 0n16484 for a 20 cM M1-M2 interval and Haldane's mapping function). Now given that n % jn ( 2, there are four cases in which assignment of the QTL to a given interval (A-B) is not possible : (1) n X l 0, n Y 2 and all sires of type Y are segregating or not segregating ; (2) n X 2, n Y l 0 and all sires of type X are segregating or not segregating ; (3) n x 0 and n Y 0 with all X sires segregating and all Y sires not segregating ; (4) n X 0 and n Y 0 with all X sires not segregating and all Y sires segregating. The probabilities attached to these four cases are denoted by q i , i l 1, …,4. As an example, q $ is computed as
where r AB is the recombination rate for the marker interval A-B, while r A and r B are recombination rates between the QTL and the markers A and B, respectively. X is a haplotype of type M " -m # (X l 4), and Y is of type m " -M # (Y l 7) . The other q probabilities are computed similarly. Each term in the summation in (7) is multiplied by the probability (1kΣ i q i ) for given n x and n Y , resulting in the probability of QTL assignment to a single marker interval.
Consider Table 5 again, and suppose that a QTL is located in the interval B-C. In this case, all individuals with haplotypes 1, 2, 6 and 7 will be segregating, and all individuals with haplotypes 4, 5, 9 and 10 will not be segregating. Assignment to interval B-C can be made if one of the following cases is observed : (1) one individual of haplotype 3 is segregating and another individual of haplotype 3 is not (3j, 3k); (2) one individual of haplotype 8 is segregating and another individual of haplotype 8 is not (8j, 8k); (3) one individual of haplotype 3 is segregating and another individual of haplotype 8 is also segregating (3j, 8j) ; and (4) one individual of haplotype 3 is not segregating and another individual of haplotype 8 is also not segregating (3k, 8k). If none of these cases is observed (e.g. there are no individuals with haplotype 8 and all sires with haplotype 3 segregate), it may still be possible to assign the QTL to either the A-C combined interval or the B-D region.
Assignment to A-C occurs when one sire with haplotype 3 segregates and another sire with haplotype 7 also segregates, or when one sire with haplotype 4 and another sire with haplotype 8 both do not segregate. Similarly, assignment to B-D occurs when one sire with haplotype 2 segregates and another sire with haplotype 8 also segregates, or when one sire with haplotype 3 and another sire with haplotype 9 both do not segregate. Additional assignment to the A-C region is possible if a sire with haplotype 3 segregates and a sire with haplotype 4 does not segregate (note that both haplotypes are of the type M " -m # and have a recombination event in A-C), or if a sire with haplotype 7 segregates and a sire with haplotype 8 does not segregate. Similarly, assignment to the B-D region is possible if a sire with haplotype 2 segregates and a sire with haplotype 3 does not segregate, or if a sire with haplotype 8 segregates and a sire with haplotype 9 does not segregate.
(b) Testing for segregation status
Up to this point we have assumed that segregation status of sires is determined without error, i.e. if an individual is found to be segregating or not segregating, it carries one or no mutant (Q) allele from its sire with certainty. In reality, segregation status must be inferred from the daughters of a sire by contrasting daughters which inherited alternative, non-recombinant marker haplotypes from the sire. These marker haplotypes consist of the two markers forming the sub-interval which contains the recombination event in the sire. If either of these two markers is not informative (daughter has the same marker genotype as the sire), the daughter's paternal marker allele may be determined from other, nearby markers. We assume that a one-sided t-test can be used, based on the daughters' phenotype contrast, to test for a substitution effect of zero versus a positive effect. This test assumes that if the sire inherited the favourable allele from its grandsire, then it will also be the favourable allele in the sire. The a priori probability that the sire inherited Q versus q from the grandsire is 0n5, since we are assigning a QTL to a sub-interval rather than to a particular position within the interval. Hence, a simple t-test as described appears to be appropriate for determining sire segregation status. If the t-statistic exceeds a certain threshold value (null hypothesis : sire is not segregating), the sire is assumed to be segregating. Consequently, both type I (sire declared as segregating although it is not) and type II (sire declared as not segregating although it is) errors will occur. The influence of such errors on the power of assigning QTLs to specific regions was therefore investigated as follows.
QTL assignment to a single interval (e.g. B-C) occurs when one of the following cases (defined earlier) is observed : (1) 3j and 3k, (2) 8j and 8k, (3) 3j and 8j, and (4) 3k and 8k. When segregation status is not known with certainty, then for example case (1) above must be replaced with 3Qj and 3qk, where 3Qj refers to a sire with marker haplotype 3 and QTL allele Q (inherited from its sire), which is also correctly identified as segregating (j). Note that for case 1, QTL assignment occurs if at least one 3Q and one 3q individual occur, and both are correctly identified as segregating and not segregating, respectively, or if at least one 3Q and one 3q individual occur and both are misclassified as not segregating and segregating, respectively. The latter event should have low probability and was not considered here (i.e. was not accounted for as a correct assignment in the power calculations, because it is based on wrong decisions regarding the segregation status). We define p(k Q q) l 1kα and p(j Q Q) l 1kβ, where α is the type I error and β the type II error, with α predetermined by the investigator and power 1kβ affected by the size of the experiment.
As α is predetermined by the investigator, β can be controlled via sample size. When testing whether the difference between two group means is zero versus positive, the following equation gives the approximate sample size to control both errors (Neyman et al., 1935 , in Snedecor & Cochran, 1980 :
where n is sample size in one group with n " l n # l n, σ# is the variance of the individual observations, δ the difference between the two group means and t α ,#n−# as well as t β ,#n−# are values for one-sided t-tests. Here, σ# corresponds to Var(YD Q sire) l (1\h#k0n25) σ A #, and δ is the difference between daughter groups, or the gene substitution effect α which is also measured in σ A .
Finally, we note that Table 5 can serve as a control to verify the power of detecting segregation. For example, it is not possible that haplotypes 3 and 7 both do not segregate, given the knowledge that there is a QTL between markers M1 and M2 (the cell corresponding to this combination in Table 5 is marked ' error '). However, an ' error ' is not necessarily due to a misclassification of segregation status (see below).
(c) QTL segregation in dams
Another factor reducing the power of QTL assignment to a marker interval is the segregation of the QTL in the dams of the sires. Up to this point we have assumed that the dams are homozygous normal (qq), i.e. that sons found to be segregating (genotype Qq) have inherited the mutant Q allele always from their heterozygous sire and never from their dam. If the QTL is segregating in the dams, an incorrect QTL assignment decision will be made if a sire that inherited Q both from its sire and the dam (genotype QQ) is not found to be segregating and hence not to have inherited Q from its sire, or if a sire that inherited q from its sire and Q from its dam is found to be segregating and hence assumed to have inherited Q from its sire. As an example, case 1 above (3Qj, 3qk) must now be replaced with (3Qqj, 3qqk), and the probability of this case is obtained by multiplying the probability of (3Qj, 3qk) by (1kp(Q))#, where p(Q) represents the frequency of the Q allele in the dams.
There are two ways of assessing the frequency of Q in the dams. It may be possible to estimate allele frequency in the dams when performing linkage analysis (using Maximum Likelihood or Bayesian methods), or some of the cells in Table 5 containing ' error ' can be used again. In the latter approach, for example, haplotypes 4 and 8, or 3 and 7, cannot both be segregating under the assumption that the Q allele can only be inherited from the sire of sons but not from their dams. Potential causes of ' errors ' are incorrect assignment of segregation status or homozygosity (QQ instead of Qq).
It is quite likely that a particular dam has a father which has a granddaughter design himself. Then, one should check whether the dam's father is segregating at a QTL located in the same (M1-M2) marker interval as the one being investigated here. If the answer is no, then probably the dam did not transmit the Q allele to her son (unless its frequency is high), and the son's segregation status has probably been determined correctly.
Results and discussion
(i) Power of contrast mapping
Simulation studies were conducted to compare the statistics maximum contrast and minimum RSS for inferring the correct QTL interval, and to evaluate power as a function of number of offspring (N ), effect of the QTL (a), recombination rate between flanking markers, and spacing of markers within the region investigated. As described above, contrasts were sampled from the appropriate distribution, and the two statistics were calculated for each sample. For each situation, 10 000 samples were drawn from N( µ i , V), and power was determined for both test statistics as the proportion of samples where the true interval was inferred. In general, total number of offspring and QTL effect are the most critical factors for finemapping. Therefore, power values in Table 6 were estimated for different values of these parameters, assuming an initial marker bracket of size 20 cM and 10 additional, equidistant, ordered markers. QTL effect (a) is defined according to Table 2 and measured in standard deviations of the observed variable y (σ y ), and the true position of the QTL is assumed to be at the midpoint of interval A-B.
The result that minimum RSS was inferior in power to maximum contrast, in particular for smaller numbers of offspring and smaller QTL effects, was initially surprising, as minimum RSS seems to use more information. However, minimum RSS needs to find the correct order of the contrasts, which is more error prone than just finding the maximum contrast. We replaced the minimum RSS criterion by the maximum a estimate obtained from regression model (2) for all intervals. Within this criterion, virtually the same power was achieved as with the maximum contrast approach. As an example, for a QTL with effect of 0n25σ y and 500 (1000) offspring, power was 0n3838 (0n5284) for maximum contrast, 0n3837 (0n5284) for maximum a estimate, and only 0n3590 (0n5152) for minimum RSS.
Power of the all-marker and sliding three-marker regression methods was also evaluated by simulating haplotype means using the same parameter values as for the simulation of the contrasts. These results are also included in Table 6 . When the f-max criterion was used, then three-marker regression had the same power as basic contrast mapping, while the power of all-marker regression was less, in particular for cases with moderate to low power. We initially expected to find the same power for all-marker and three-marker regression when both are implemented with the fmax criterion. However, we noticed that regression coefficient estimates from the all-marker analysis (expectedly) had higher SE compared with the three-marker analysis, and that the corresponding F-statistics were more variable across replicates.
When three-or all-marker regression was implemented with the f-sig criterion, then power was much less compared with basic contrast mapping. We verified the results for the power of marker regression with the f-sig criterion by performing analytical power calculations with the non-centrality parameter evaluated at different expected values for the regression coefficients of the two markers flanking the QTL for various values of QTL effect a and sample size. Generally, the analytical calculations supported the low power values in Table 6 .
The results in Table 6 were calculated for parameter definitions given earlier and can be interpreted quite generally. However, for fine-mapping in cattle, the design consists of sons or daughters of QTLheterozygous sires, and it is necessary to relate the more general parameters to the properties of actual data. First, parameter 2a corresponds to the allelic substitution effect α (Falconer & Mackay, 1996) . Secondly, α is typically measured in additive genetic standard deviations (σ A ) instead of σ y . The following relationships allow us to relate results in Table 6 to real data.
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where h# is the narrow-sense heritability of the trait under investigation. Now we can relate the QTL effect a in Table 6 to the allelic substitution effect α (in σ A ) as a function of the narrow-sense heritability in the daughter design. Table 8 shows that QTL effects in Table 6 correspond to much larger allelic substitution effects in the daughter design. For a substitution effect of 0n3552 σ A (heritability of 0n3 in Table 8 ) and 5000, 10 000, 15 000 and 20 000 offspring, power values are near 0n48, 0n64, 0n73 and 0n81 (maximum contrast, Table 6 ), respectively. For a substitution effect of 0n878σ A , power values of 0n89, 0n98, 0n99 and 1n0 are achieved for 5000, 10 000, 15 000 and 20 000 offspring, respectively. For the QTL effect sizes and offspring numbers considered, often a desired level of power (0n9, 0n95) cannot be achieved. Furthermore, the number of large son or daughter half-sib families in real populations is limited, and therefore combining information across families may be necessary. Darvasi & Soller (1997) proposed a simple method for calculating confidence intervals in backcross and F2 designs. For an ' infinite ' number of markers (e.g. markers every 0n1 cM), the confidence interval corresponds to the resolving power of a given design. Resolving power (95 % confidence interval) is calculated by the simple expression CI l 3000\ [Nmδ#] , where N is sample size, m l 1 for the backcross design or a half-sib family, and δ l α is the QTL substitution effect in residual SD. For the half-sib design, residual variance equals σ p #k0n25α#. To compare their resolving power with our results in Table 6 , we define the QTL effect (a l α for an additive QTL) in Table  6 as f l α\σ p . In residual SD, this effect is re-scaled using δ l f\(1k0n25f #)! n &. Resolving power was calculated for those cases in Table 6 where the power of assigning the QTL to a 2 cM interval was around 0n95, i.e. for N l 2000 and f l 0n5 (δ l 0n5164), for N l 1000 and f l 0n75 (δ l 0n8090), and for N l 5000 and f l 1n0 (δ l 1n1547). Resolving power for these three cases was 5n625 cM, 4n58 cM and 4n50 cM, respectively. Although resolving power assumes a higher marker density than the 2 cM marker spacing used to calculate Table 6 , the results in Table 6 are favourable, but this finding might be due to the assumption that the QTL is located at the midpoint of a marker interval. If the QTL is located at positions 0n25 and 0n05 (in units of length of the marker interval), then for N l 500 and f l 1, the power of locating the QTL in the correct interval (2 cM) is 0n845 for position 0n25 and 0n583 for position 0n05, while the power of locating the QTL either in the correct interval or in the next interval to the left (4 cM interval combined) is 0n999 for both positions (0n25, 0n05). For N l 2000 and f l 0n5, the power of locating the QTL in the correct interval (2 cM) is 0n848 for position 0n25 and 0n580 for position 0n05, while the power of locating the QTL either in the correct interval or in the next interval to the left (4 cM interval combined) is 0n999 for both positions (0n25, 0n05). These results are still favourable when compared with the resolving power for linkage mapping of Darvasi & Soller (1997) . When investigating heterogeneity within an interval McMillan & Robertson (1974) also achieved the highest power for QTLs lying in the middle of the interval and a strong decrease in power for QTLs close to the markers, which is in agreement with our results.
(ii) Bootstrap power estimation for contrast mapping An additional simulation study was conducted to evaluate the bootstrap procedures described earlier.
Initially we noticed that the bootstrap power estimates did not agree well with the power figures determined by simulation or analytically. To understand the properties of the bootstrap, we first considered a much simpler data structure. Forty data points were generated as a group mean plus a normal deviate. There were two groups containing 20 observations each. The difference between the group means ranged from 0 to 2 within-group SD, and group 1 always had the higher true mean. For each group mean difference, 10 000 data sets were simulated, and the power of identifying group 1 correctly as having the higher mean was estimated as the number of replicates, where group 1 had a higher estimated mean.
For group mean differences of 0, 0n1, 0n2, 0n3, 0n4, 0n5, 1n0 and 2n0, power was 0n497, 0n623, 0n738, 0n827, 0n899, 0n942, 0n999 and 1n0, respectively. For each group mean difference, 1000 data sets were randomly chosen among all replicate data sets for which the correct group 1 had been identified. Bootstrapping was then performed on each of these data sets, by counting the number of bootstrap samples for which group 1 was identified also. This power estimate was averaged across all 1000 data sets. For example, when the group difference was 0n5 (0n1) SD, the average bootstrap power was 0n902 (0n781) and hence lower (higher) than the expected value of 0n942 (0n623) above. Bootstrapping all 10 000 data sets (including those where the wrong group 2 was identified as having a higher mean) did not eliminate the bias of the bootstrap estimates.
Next, bootstrap power estimates from the selected 1000 data sets were averaged within classes formed by the simulated group mean difference (given the same true group mean difference). Then, for a true difference of 0n5 SD and class mean differences (in SD) of 0n1, 0n2, 0n3, 0n4, 0n5, 0n6, 0n7, 0n8, 0n9 and 1n0, corresponding frequencies of the classes were 0n060, 0n101, 0n110, 0n104, 0n122, 0n114, 0n104, 0n080, 0n055 and 0n083, and average bootstrap power estimates were 0n643, 0n751, 0n838, 0n904, 0n947, 0n974, 0n986, 0n995, 0n998 and 1n0. Similarly, for a true difference of 0n1 SD and class mean differences (in SD) of 0n05, 0n1, 0n2, 0n3, 0n4, 0n5, 0n6, 0n7, 0n8, 0n9 and 1n0, corresponding frequencies of the classes were 0n060, 0n142, 0n118, 0n109, 0n085, 0n063, 0n036, 0n020, 0n007, 0n005 and 0n005, and average bootstrap power estimates were 0n540, 0n636, 0n747, 0n837, 0n900, 0n947, 0n972, 0n983, 0n994, 0n998 and 1n0. These results show that irrespective of the true group mean difference (0n5 SD or 0n1 SD), average bootstrap power estimates are the same within the classes of simulated class mean differences. The expected power values (from simulation or analytical calculation) for class mean differences of 0n5 and 0n1 are 0n942 and 0n623, respectively. Irrespective of the true group mean difference, the two classes representing group mean differences of 0n5 and 0n1, respectively, have average bootstrap power estimates of 0n947 and 0n643 (0n636), respectively, which are very close to the expected values. Therefore, the bootstrap provides practically unbiased power estimates when the data closely reflect the underlying true parameter(s), requiring sufficient sample size.
The above property of the bootstrap was also investigated for contrast mapping. The situation considered was 1000 offspring and a QTL effect of 0n75 (in σ y ), where the power for contrast mapping or minimum RSS is near 0n97 according to Table 6 . This design was replicated 10 000 times and, for each replicate, bootstrapping was performed. The average bootstrap power, averaged over all data sets or only over data sets where the correct sub-interval was identified, was 0n84 or 0n85, respectively. The true subinterval was interval 2 with expected contrast of 1n50, and expected contrasts of adjacent intervals 1 and 3 were both 1n33. Then, only those replicates (20 in 10 000) were considered where the differences among contrasts of intervals 1 and 2 and of intervals 2 and 3 were both between 0n1636 and 0n1696, given an expected difference of 0n167 l 1n50k1n333. For those data sets, the average bootstrap power was approximately 0n97, hence unbiased.
(iii) Substitution mapping
Probabilities of QTL assignment to a single marker interval were computed using equations (7) and (8) as described earlier, and are given in Table 9 for increasing total number of recombinant sires and different positions of the QTL within the interval (the interval is not at the ends of the region, i.e. not M1-A or D-M2). Table 9 shows that the numbers of recombinant sires needed to assign a QTL to a single interval are high even for situations where the QTL is located in the middle of the interval (the best case). Only few families in the existing GDDs are sufficiently large to achieve a power value of at least 90 %. For QTL position 1 cM, a power value near 0n95 (0n90) is reached when the number of recombinant sons is 70 (60) ; hence the total number of sons is 70\(r l 0n165) l 424 (363). Because power decreases substantially when the QTL is located closer to one of the flanking markers, power may be increased by assigning a QTL to a region consisting of two adjacent intervals (4 cM instead of 2 cM in Table 9 ) rather than to a single interval, similar to what was done to improve the power of contrast mapping.
Probabilities of QTL assignment to A-C or B-D, given that B-C is the true QTL interval and assignment to B-C is not possible, were calculated using simulation with 1 000 000 replications per case (number of recombinant sires and position of QTL in B-C). Results are in Table 10 . When adding, for a particular case, both values in Table 10 (for A-C and B-D) to the corresponding figure in Table 9 (for B-C), the total probability of assigning the QTL (with true location in B-C) to either B-C, A-C or B-D, i.e. to a 0n378\0n084  0n490\0n038  0n554\0n018  20  0n209\0n209  0n424\0n079  0n575\0n035  0n665\0n016  25  0n192\0n192  0n427\0n006  0n611\0n028  0n726\0n013  30  0n166\0n166  0n410\0n052  0n615\0n021  0n752\0n010  35  0n138\0n138  0n378\0n039  0n603\0n015  0n758\0n007  40  0n112\0n112  0n343\0n029  0n579\0n011  0n751\0n005  45  0n090\0n090  0n310\0n021  0n554\0n008  0n739\0n003  50  0n072\0n072  0n276\0n015  0n525\0n005  0n722\0n002  55  0n055\0n055  0n246\0n010  0n496\0n003  0n703\0n001  60  0n044\0n044  0n217\0n008  0n466\0n002  0n681\0n001  65  0n034\0n034  0n192\0n005  0n439\0n002  0n663\0n001  70  0n027\0n027  0n170\0n004  0n413\0n001  0n643\0n000  75  0n021\0n021  0n150\0n003  0n386\0n001  0n623\0n000  80  0n016\0n016  0n132\0n002  0n364\0n000  0n604\0n000 region of 4 cM or less containing the true location, is obtained. For example, for 30 recombinant sires and QTL position 0n5 cM, the total probability is 0n410j 0n052j0n479 l 0n941, which is a much more favourable figure than the value of 0n479 in Table 9 .
Simulations with 1 000 000 replicates were used to determine the influence of different type II error rates (β), given a type I error rate of α l 0n05, on the power of QTL assignment to a single marker interval (these values should be compared with Table 9 , column for QTL position 1 cM). Results in Table 11 indicate that the influence of error rates on power of QTL assignment is quite small.
The formula for n in equation (9) can be partitioned into (σ\α)**2, which is due to the QTL effect and the variance of YD, and (t α jt β )**2, which results from the error rates. Some realistic values for the components (assuming h# l 0n3) are given in Table 12 (t values for DF l infinity) as well as the required sample sizes for various scenarios.
The above calculations show that power can be increased by increasing the number of sires per family (hence the number of recombinant sires) and by typing additional daughters of sires to increase the accuracy of declaring segregation status. The former factor seems more important and more limiting in the success of fine-mapping using substitution mapping. Finally, simulations with 1 000 000 replicates were used to determine the influence of segregation of the mutant QTL allele in dams of sires, for given type I and type II error rates, on the power of QTL 
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(iv) General considerations
All the results presented above are based on the assumption that markers are fully informative in the sons of grandsires and daughters of sires. A marker is not informative when an offspring has the same genotype as its parent. For contrast mapping, only those offspring (sons) which are informative at both markers forming a sub-interval should contribute to the calculation of the contrast for that sub-interval. Similarly, for substitution mapping only those sons which are informative at both markers of a subinterval should be classified as having or not having a recombination event in that sub-interval. Suppose that the genotype of the grandsire at the markers forming a sub-interval is A-B\a-b. Given that a son inherits the A-B haplotype, inheritance at the first marker will not be known if the son inherits allele ' a ' from the dam, which occurs with probability p a . Similar for the other marker. Hence, a fraction of (1kp a ) (1kp b ) of the sons will be informative for this interval. Consequently, the number of sons needed has to be increased by a factor of 1\[(1kp a ) (1kp b )] relative to the numbers given in Tables 6, 9 , 10 and 13. The number of daughters needed to determine the segregation status of sires in substitution mapping is less affected, because if a flanking marker is not informative, the next marker (further away from the QTL) can be used in many cases. The impact of multiple linked QTLs on the methods proposed depends mainly on the tightness of the linkage. In contrast to genome-wide or chromosomewide linkage mapping, here only a small chromosomal region is being examined. The smaller the region, the less likely the existence of multiple QTLs that are not so tightly linked that they act as one QTL. Clusters of very tightly linked QTLs, with hardly any recombination between them, are considered as one QTL (see McMillan & Robertson, 1974) . If several distinct QTLs existed in the original (e.g. 20 cM) interval, then contrast mapping, especially three-marker regression, should be able to fine-map multiple QTL with the existing marker data or indicate where additional markers are needed.
To obtain an assessment of the probability of having identified the correct sub-interval in contrast mapping, we propose (i) performing data simulation, using the same design as the actual design, to evaluate the power of correct assignment, and (ii) performing bootstrapping as described earlier. We recommend use of both methods, because both have potential disadvantages. With data simulation using the same design, one can capture sample size but not other (unknown) features of the data. For the same reason, data permutation is preferred over data simulation for determination of significance thresholds in linkage mapping (e.g. Churchill & Doerge, 1994) . The bootstrap gives accurate power estimates only if the data closely reflect the underlying true parameters.
To investigate limits to fine-mapping based on current recombinations, we could have performed linkage mapping using LS, VC or Bayesian analysis. However, for a simple design such as the half-sib design considered here, linkage mapping has at most two potential advantages : (i) an estimate of the QTL position within a sub-interval is obtained, but this estimate will probably be rather inaccurate given the small size (2 cM) of the sub-intervals and hence not useful ; (ii) a confidence interval is obtained for the QTL position, but these confidence intervals are often not very accurately determined (asymptotic conditions do not hold ; different bootstrap techniques may yield different results ; e.g. see Zhang et al., 1998) . In practice, for a given size of the actual design and estimate of QTL effect, we suggest conducting a simulation similar to those performed here to evaluate the power of correct QTL assignment to the subinterval identified. A potential advantage of substitution mapping is that genotyping can be terminated if, after evaluation of only a few sires (two in the most favourable case), a combination of haplotypes and segregation states leads to QTL assignment to a subinterval.
Conclusions
Methods for the fine-mapping of QTLs can be assigned to two groups : identity-by-descent methods or methods using historical recombinations, and genetic chromosome dissection methods or methods utilizing current recombinations. Up to now, methods using historical recombinations (or linkage disequilibrium, LD) have been successfully applied to the fine-mapping of Mendelian disease genes. Whether similar methodology can be developed and applied successfully to quantitative traits is still uncertain. Here, we have described two methods for fine-mapping using current recombinations : contrast mapping and substitution mapping. These methods may in some cases produce a sufficiently small region for a QTL, but in most situations should probably be used as an intermediate step between initial linkage analysis and LD mapping, in populations with large half-sib families.
While contrast mapping requires the identification of sires which are heterozygous at a QTL (information available either in a daughter or a granddaughter design), substitution mapping requires identifying both sires and sons which are heterozygous at the QTL (information available in a granddaughter design). Substitution mapping also works best when the mutant QTL allele is not carried by the dams of the sons, an assumption likely to be violated if the design derives from a single, segregating population. Both methods require, on average, large sire families, limiting their application to a few families in Holstein dairy cattle. Genotyping large numbers of individuals, needed especially for daughter contrasts, is a major effort but should become feasible from the standpoint of technology and costs (SNPs and DNA-chips, recent advances in DNA sampling in connection with tagging animals). However, we have shown that with both methods it is feasible to map a QTL to a region of 2-4 cM, a result that, if achieved in practice, represents a large step from linkage mapping towards positional cloning or (comparative) positional candidate cloning. A method based on historical recombinations has been used recently with success to map a QTL to a 5 cM region in Holsten cattle (Riquet et al., 1999) . The assumptions of this method, such as QTL allelic homogeneity, will not always be met. Consequently, several methods employing different assumptions are needed, and here we have described two alternative methods that should be considered when attempting to fine-map QTLs previously identified via linkage mapping.
